FOREIGN EXCHANGE STRATEGY
BCA is a world leading provider of independent investment research. Since 1949, the firm has supported
its clients in making better investment decisions through the delivery of leading-edge economic analysis
and comprehensive investment strategy research. BCA provides its services to financial professionals
across six continents through a wide range of products, services, and meetings.

Advice
and trading
recommendations
for all the major
currencies.

Competitive Advantage
FF

Backed by proprietary models and indicators, the service provides analysis that provides
clients with key inputs for managing their own currency strategy.

FF

Discusses key global macroeconomic themes to help clients understand the underlying
forces that will impact the financial environment and consequently drive currency trends.

FF

Delivers actionable and specific trading recommendations that allow clients to enhance
returns while managing risk.

Deliverables
WEEKLY REPORTS: Reports discuss key issues related to foreign exchange markets (all major
currencies), actionable trading recommendations and updates of open positions, along with
an analysis of the current readings from our proprietary indicators.
SPECIAL REPORTS: Focusing on original investment ideas, these Special Reports drill down
into the key issues affecting the outlook. They include both in-depth and short pieces on
timely opportunities or risks.
G10 CURRENCY CHARTPACK: A key section of the Weekly Report that covers an extensive
selection of currency market technical indicators highlighting intermediate and primary trends.

Chief Strategist: Mathieu Savary
Mathieu Savary joined BCA Research in 2004 and is currently the Managing Editor of the
Foreign Exchange Strategy service. During his tenure at BCA, he has served as Senior Editor
of the Global Investment Strategy service, as well as Research Assistant of the European
Investment Strategy service. Furthermore, Mathieu has launched the BCA Top Trades service.
Finally, he has been one of the principal developers and is a leader of BCA’s “Principles Of
Macroeconomics And Impact On Capital Markets” seminar, which is offered to investors
around the globe. Previously in his career, Mathieu held the position of Global Macro Research
Analyst with Brandywine Global Investment Management. Mathieu has a BCom in Finance
and Economics from McGill University, and holds the CFA designation.
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